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STRYKER DELIVERS THE ULTIMATE CROSSBOW SOLUTION
EUGENE, Ore. – For those that have a need for speed, Stryker Crossbows has
a solution. Introducing the Stryker Solution and Solution LS, high-performance
crossbows capable of delivering bolts at speeds up to 350 and 390 fps,
respectively.
“The Stryker Solution crossbows utilize our industry-leading technologies to
produce lightweight crossbows with safe, reliable releases and the fastest
speeds in the industry today,” said Jeff Suiter, Media Specialist for Stryker.
“With two models available, Stryker absolutely has a solution for your crossbow
needs.”

SPECIFICATIONS
Solution

Solution LS

Power Stroke: 	

15.5”

Power Stroke: 	

15.5”

Draw weight: 	

125 lbs

Draw weight: 	

155 lbs

Overall Length: 	

34.375”

Overall Length: 	

34.375”

Axel-to-Axel: 	

19 3/16”

Axel-to-Axel: 	

19 3/16”

Weight: 	

6.9 lbs

Weight: 	

6.9 lbs

MSRP: 	

$899

MSRP: 	

$1049

The Solution and Solution LS feature an advanced cam system that delivers
more speed with less draw weight than comparable crossbows available today.
The Solution LS produces arrow speeds at 390 fps with just 155 lbs. of draw
weight.
Also included in the Solution crossbows is the Stryke-Lite trigger system, a
trigger comparable to a match grade rifle trigger with just .015 inches of travel
and a crisp 3 lbs. of pull.
The Solution crossbows weigh just 6.9 lbs. and have a 15.5-inch power stroke.
Axle-to-axle lengths are 19 3/16 at brace and 16 ¼ at full draw. The Solution
has a draw weight of 125 lbs., and the Solution LS draws at 155 lbs.
Included with the Solution are three 385-grain bolts, a three-arrow quick-detach
quiver, multi-reticle scope and cocking aid. The Solution LS includes five bolts,
a five-arrow quiver, multi-reticle scope, cocking aid and string stops.
The Solution comes standard in BlackOps™ and the Solution LS in Realtree®
APG™. Suggested retail prices are $899 for the Solution and $1049 for the
Solution LS.
For more information, visit www.StrykerXBow.com.
Stryker Crossbows is a division of BOWTECH. BOWTECH manufactures and
distributes the world’s finest compound bows and archery equipment. Founded
in 1999, BOWTECH’s corporate offices and manufacturing facilities are located
in Eugene, Ore. With a worldwide distribution network, BOWTECH’s family of
brands include: BOWTECH, Diamond, Octane, Stryker and WaterDog Surface
Technologies.
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SOLUTION/SOLUTION LS
• Drives bolts at 350 fps (Solution) or
380 fps (Solution LS)
• Draw weight of 125 lbs (Solution) and 		
155 lbs (Solution LS)
Package Includes:
• 3 or 5 385 grain matching bolts
• 3 or 5 Arrow Quick-Detach Quiver
• Multi-Reticle Scope
• Cocking Aid
• String Stops (LS only)

